President Robinson, faced with the unprecedented united opposition of the AAUP and the ISA, has seen fit to call this meeting this afternoon in order to intimidate and divide his opponents. We urge you not to permit yourself to be provoked by the misstatements of fact and irrelevant innuendos with which the President will stud his "oration." The place to answer the President is not in his presence but BACK IN YOUR OWN ORGANIZATION, IN YOUR ISA, IN YOUR TEACHERS UNION, IN YOUR AAUP.

Should the President attempt to attribute the widespread discontent that is sweeping the staffs to the maligned machinations of that handful of reds, every reasoning person will at once recognize that this is not true, and is merely the usual red-baiting attempt to confuse the issue. The staffs consist of mature and deliberate individuals who, when they act for their best interests, do so with the full recognition of the issues involved. It is the President's own policies which have united the college against him.

We repeat, meet his speech with dignified silence. Then immediately call meetings of your organizations, where you can give a fitting, fearless and collective response to his attempt to maintain the inequalities of salary, promotion and tenure which exist between City College, Hunter and Brooklyn.

Communist Party Unit of City College.
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